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Secure multiparty quantum computation is an important and essential paradigm of quan-

tum computing. All the existing aggregating protocols are (n, n) threshold approaches,

where n represents the total number of players. If one player is dishonest, the aggregation
protocols cannot aggregate efficiently. In this paper, we propose a (t, n) threshold-based

aggregating protocol, where t represents the threshold number of players. This protocol

uses Shamir’s secret sharing, quantum state, SUM gate, quantum Fourier transform,
blind matrix, and Pauli operator. This protocol can perform the aggregation securely

and efficiently. In this protocol, we simulate this aggregating protocol using the IBM
quantum processor to verify the correctness and feasibility.
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1 Introduction

Secure multiparty quantum computation is a technique to perform arithmetic operations (i.e.,

aggregation, multiplication, comparison, and sorting) securely and distributively. The aggre-

gation is one of the basic arithmetic operation of secure multiparty quantum computation.

The secure multiparty quantum aggregation contains a list of secrets and a set of players.

These secrets are shared with the total players and the threshold number of players jointly

performs aggregation without disclosing their secrets. The existing aggregating protocols are

(n, n) threshold approach, where n represents the total number of players. If one player is

dishonest, the aggregation protocols cannot aggregate efficiently. In this paper, we propose a

(t, n) threshold-based aggregating protocol, where t represents the threshold number of play-

ers. This protocol uses Shamir’s secret sharing, quantum state, SUM gate, quantum Fourier

transform, blind matrix, and Pauli operator to efficiently and securely aggregate the secrets.

The proposed protocol can be used to build complex circuits [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]

such as e-voting and e-auction.

1.1 Motivation

The secure multiparty quantum aggregating protocol can securely aggregate the secrets. The

existing secure multiparty quantum aggregating protocols are efficient however, these pro-

tocols are (n, n) threshold approach, where n denotes the total number of players. If one

player of these protocols is dishonest, then these protocols can not be executed efficiently and

securely. So, the critical research gap in the secure multiparty quantum aggregating protocol

is to design a secure and efficient protocol.
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1.2 Contribution

This paper proposes a quantum aggregating protocol using secure multiparty computation.

This protocol can securely aggregate the secrets because it uses quantum phenomena such as

Shamir’s secret sharing, quantum state, SUM gate, quantum Fourier transform, blind matrix,

and Pauli operator. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.

• The proposed secure multiparty quantum aggregating protocol can aggregate the secrets

efficiently and securely.

• This protocol is based on (t, n) threshold approach, where t and n denote the threshold

number of players, and the total number of players, respectively. This protocol can

securely aggregate the secrets if t out of n players execute the protocol honestly.

• Our proposed protocol can prevent the outside (i.e., Intercept, Intercept-Resend, Entangle-

Measure, Man-in-the-middle, Collective, Trojan Horse, and Coherent) and participant

(i.e., Collusion, Forgery, and Collusion) attacks.

• Our proposed protocol is more secure and efficient as compared to the existing protocols.

The organization of this paper is as follows manner. We first discuss this paper’s introduction,

motivation, and contributions in Section 1. In Section 2, we provide the relevant related

works. The preliminaries are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the proposed

protocol. Section 5 introduces the correctness proof, and Section 6 discusses the simulation

result. Section 7 introduces the security analysis, and Section 8 discusses the performance

analysis, followed by the conclusion in Section 9.

2 Related Work

In quantum computing, there existed some aggregating protocols based on secure multiparty

computation. The first secure multiparty quantum aggregating protocol was proposed by

Du et al. [13] in 2007. This protocol is based on multiparty computation, but it has (n, n)

threshold method. Thereafter, Chen et al. [14] proposed a secure multiparty quantum ag-

gregating protocol based on multi-particle entangled. This protocol uses multiparty quantum

computation, but it is a threshold approach of (n, n), where n out of n honest players requires

to execute the protocol efficiently. Zhang et al.[15] proposed a polarization-based quantum

aggregating protocol. This protocol is based on multiparty computation, but its modulo is

too small, and it has a threshold method of (n, n). Zhang et al. [16] proposed a secure quan-

tum aggregating protocol in 2015. This protocol is efficient, but it is a three-party protocol.

Another secure multiparty quantum aggregating protocol was proposed by Shi et al. [17]

in 2017. This protocol is based on multiparty computation, but it has a threshold method

of (n, n). Thereafter, Shi and Zhang [18] proposed a quantum protocol for aggregating in

2017. This protocol is efficient, but it is two party protocol. Then, Zhang et al. [19] pro-

posed a quantum aggregating protocol with modulo 2. This protocol is efficient but not

secure because the modulo is too small. In the same year, Liu et al. [20] proposed a secure

multiparty quantum aggregating protocol. This protocol is efficient, but it is a threshold

method of (n, n). Yang and Ye [21] proposed a secure multiparty aggregating protocol based

on quantum mechanics in 2018. It is efficient, but it is a threshold method of (n, n). Jiao
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et al. [22] proposed a quantum-based secure multiparty aggregating protocol. This protocol

is efficient, but it is a threshold method of (n, n). Ye and Xu [23] proposed a lightweight

quantum protocol for secure summation using single particle states. This protocol can resist

the intercept, intercept-resend, and entangle-measure attacks, but it has a threshold method

of (n, n) with modulo 2. Thereafter, Hu and Ye [24] proposed a secure quantum summation.

This protocol is based on three parties and the threshold method of (n, n). Ye et al. [25] pro-

posed another secure quantum summation protocol, but it has only two parties. If one party

is dishonest, then summation cannot be performed correctly. Then, Pan [26] improved the

three party secure quantum summation protocol. This protocol is secure but has a thresh-

old method of (n, n). Ye and Hu [27] proposed a quantum protocol for secure multiparty

summation. This protocol can resist the intercept, intercept-resend, and entangle-measure

attacks, but it also has a threshold method of (n, n). Ming-Yi [28] proposed a multiparty

quantum summation that is based on a d-level quantum system. This protocol employed the

multiparty computation but has a threshold method of (n, n). All the existing quantum pro-

tocols [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] for multiparty aggregating

protocols are threshold method of (n, n), where n out of n players need to be honest. If one

player performs the aggregating protocol dishonestly, then the aggregation can not be done

efficiently.

3 Preliminaries

In this section, we discuss the preliminaries (i.e., Shamir’s secret sharing, quantum Fourier

transform (QFT), quantum state, SUM gate, generalized Pauli operator, and blind matrix),

which will be used in the proposed protocol.

3.1 Shamir’s Secret Sharing [29]

In Shamir’s secret sharing, the dealer D share the secret among the n players B = {B1,B2, . . . ,Bn}.
It is consists of two phases: secret sharing and reconstruction.

3.1.1 Secret Sharing Phase

In secret sharing phase, the dealer selects a polynomial l(x) to share the secret with n players,

where the degree of the polynomial is (t− 1).

3.1.2 Secret Reconstruction Phase

In secret reconstruction phase, the threshold number of players (t) reconstruction the secret

using the Lagrange interpolation formula.

3.2 SUM gate [21]

The d-level quantum SUM gate can be formulated as:

SUM(|e〉 , |k〉) = (|e〉 , |e+ k mod d〉),

where |e〉 and |k〉 represent control and target particles, respectively, and e, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d−
1}.
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3.3 Quantum Fourier Transform (QFT ) [17]

The QFT is the quantum version of the discrete Fourier transform. The d-level QFT can be

formulated as:

QFT : |r〉 → 1√
d

d−1∑
s=0

ωr.s |s〉 ,

where ω denotes e2πi.

3.4 Generalized Pauli operator [21]

The d-level generalized Pauli operator can be formulated as: Uφ,ϕ =
∑d−1
a=0 ω

a.ϕ |a+ φ〉 〈a|,
where, φ, ϕ ∈ {0, 1, . . . d− 1}.

3.5 Blind matrix

The Blind matrix [21] is a kind of square matrix. The blind matrix is shown as follows.
c11 c12 . . . c1n
c21 c22 . . . c2n
c31 c32 . . . c3n
...

...
...

...
cn1 cn2 . . . cnn


where cpq denotes the element in the pth row and qth column and p, q ∈ (1, . . . , n). It must

satisfy
∑n
q=1 cpq (mod d)= 0.

4 Proposed Protocol

Suppose R = {R1,R2, . . . ,Rn} be the n secrets and B = {B1,B2, . . . ,Bn} be the set of n

players. The players Bm (1 ≤ m ≤ n) holds the secret Rm and the qualified subset players can

aggregate the secrets. Let Q = {B1,B2, . . . ,Bt} be a qualified subset players. Each qualified

subset possesses the t number of players Q = {B1,B2, . . . ,Bt} and B1 is an initiator. The

process of secure aggregating quantum protocol is shown as follows.

Step 1: Initially, the player B1 (initiator) creates single qudit t particles |r〉1 , |r〉2 , . . . , |r〉t.

Step 2: Then, the initiator player B1 performs the QFT on the first particle |r〉1. The

resultant quantum state |ψ1〉 is shown as follows.

|ψ1〉 = (QFT |r〉1) =
1√
d

d−1∑
a=0

|a〉1 (1)

Here, the control and target qudits are |ψ1〉 and |r〉m’s, m = 2, 3, . . . , t, respectively.

Step 3: Thereafter, the initiator player B1 applies the SUM gate to create an entangled

quantum state |ψ2〉 = 1√
d

∑d−1
a=0 |a〉1 |a〉2 . . . |a〉t . The initiator player B1 sends the quantum

particle |a〉m to other player Bm, m = 2, 3, . . . , t.

Step 4: Furthermore, m number of polynomials (such as ā(h), b̄(h), . . . , n̄(h)) selected by

the each player Bm to calculate the shares of secrets ā(hm), b̄(hm), . . . , n̄(hm), where degree
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of the polynomial is (t− 1). Then, the player Bm transfers the shares with the n players.

Step 5: Each player Bm computes l(hm) = ā(hm) + b̄(hm) + · · ·+ n̄(hm), m = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Step 6: Then, each player Bm computes the shadow (km) of the share l(hm), m = 1, 2, . . . , t.

The shadow can be computed as follows:

km = l(hi)
∏

1≤j≤t,j 6=f

hj
hj − hm

mod d. (2)

Step 7: Thereafter, each player Bm compute the cm, m = 1, 2, . . . , t, using the blind matrix

[21].

Step 8: Furthermore, each player Bm, m = 2, 3, . . . , t, performs the QFT on his/her particle

|a〉m and also applies the generalized Pauli operator Ukm,0, m = 1, 2, . . . , t. The quantum

state |ψ3〉 can be computed as follows:

|ψ3〉 = Uk1,0QFT ⊗ Uk2,0QFT ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ukm,0QFT |ψ2〉

= d−
t+1
2

∑
0≤c1,...,cm<d,

c1+,...,+cm=0 mod d

|c1 + k1〉 . . . |cm + km〉 (3)

Step 9: Each player Bm, m = 2, 3, . . . , t, perform the measurement operation on his/her

particle |cm + km〉 and broadcasts the result of the measurement cm + km, m = 1, 2, . . . , t.

Step 10: Finally, they jointly added their measurement results to aggregate the secrets. The

aggregation of the secrets can be computed as: R =
∑t
m=1 cm + km mod d.

5 Correctness Proof

This section proves the correctness of secure multiparty quantum aggregating protocol.

Lemma 1: Suppose the players Bm holds the secrets R1, . . . ,Rm, m = 1, 2, . . . , t. If

the players Bm execute the QFT and Pauli operator efficiently, then they can aggregate the

secrets R =
∑t
m=1(cm + km) mod d.

Proof: The Lemma 1 proves that the proposed protocol can aggregate the secrets effi-

ciently. If the players execute the following procedure correctly, then the players jointly can

aggregate the secrets. In initial stage, each players Bm, m = 1, 2, . . . , t, executes the QFT

operation on his/her particle |a〉m and then performs the Pauli operator Ukm,0 on it. The

quantum state |ψ2〉 is converted to the quantum state |ψ3〉 as follows:

|ψ3〉 = Uk1,0QFT ⊗ Uk2,0QFT ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ukm,0QFT |ψ2〉

= d−
t+1
2

∑
0≤c1,...,cm<d,

c1+,...,+cm=0 mod d

|c1 + k1〉 . . . |cm + km〉 (4)

In computational basis, each player Bm perform the measurement operation his/her particle

|cm + km〉, and broadcasts the measurement results (cm + km), where m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , t.

Furthermore, they jointly sum up the measurement results to aggregate the secrets. The

aggregated the secrets is shown as: R =
∑t
m=1 cm + km mod d.
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6 Simulation Results of Proposed Protocol

In this section, we discuss the simulation results of the proposed secure multiparty quantum

aggregating protocol. We have developed a generalized circuit diagram for n players and n

qubits. We also simulated it using IBM quantum computer. In this circuit diagram, the

Hadamard gate is use as the quantum Fourier transform. In the initial stage, the t particle

quantum state created by the initiator player B1. Thereafter, initiator player B1 performs

the QFT on the first particle |r〉1. Furthermore, the initiator player B1 applies the SUM

gate to create the entangled quantum state and sends the quantum particle |a〉m, to the

player Bm, m = 2, 3, . . . , t. Then, each player Bm, m = 1, 2, . . . , t, compute cm using the

blind matrix. Furthermore, each player Bm, m = 2, 3, . . . , t, performs the QFT on his/her

particle |a〉m and also applies the generalized Pauli operator Ukm,0, m = 1, 2, . . . , t. Each

player Bm, m = 2, 3, . . . , t, perform the measurement operation on his/her particle |cm + km〉
and broadcasts the result of the measurement cm + km, m = 1, 2, . . . , t. Finally, they jointly

added their measurement results to secrets. The aggregation of the secrets can be computed

as: R =
∑t
m=1 cm + km mod d. The Figure 1 shows the generalized circuit diagram for n

players and n qubits. We have simulated this circuit diagram with three players and three

qubits, three players and four qubits, and three players and five qubits. In experiment 1, we

Fig. 1: Generalized circuit diagram for n players and n qubits.

have developed a circuit diagram for three players and three qubits similar to the generalized
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circuit diagram for n players and n qubits. This circuit diagram is simulated using an IBM

quantum computer. It is for three players and three qubits. We have simulated this circuit

diagram using 1024, 4096, and 8192 average shots. In this experiment, we got the efficient

result after performing the 8192 average shots. In experiment 2, we have constructed the

circuit diagram for three players and four qubits and also simulated using an IBM quantum

computer. In this experiment, we simulated this circuit using 1024, 4096, and 8192 average

shots; and got the efficient result with 8192 average shots. In experiment 3, we have developed

the circuit diagram for three players and five qubits, and this diagram is simulated by the

IBM quantum computer. This circuit diagram also simulated using 1024, 4096, and 8192

average shots, and we got the efficient result with 8192 average shots.

7 Security Analysis

This section presents the security analysis of the proposed protocol. This protocol can resist

the quantum attacks such as intercept (IT), intercept-resend (IR), entangle-measure (EM),

collusion (CA), collective (COA), coherent (COH), man-in-the-middle (MIM), trojan horse

(TH).

7.1 Intercept attack

The attacker grabs the quantum particle to perform this attack. Suppose the attacker grab

the quantum particle |a〉m, m = 1, 2, . . . , t, and perform the measurement operation to reveal

the shadow km. The attacker manages to get a with the probability 1
d from this measurement

operation. Form this attack, the attacker is unable to reveal the information of shadow km
because the quantum particle does not carry any valuable information of shadow km.

7.2 Intercept-resend attack

The attacker grabs the quantum particle, prepares an ancillary particle, and sends it to

other players to perform this attack. Suppose the attacker grab the quantum particle |a〉m,

m = 1, 2, . . . , t, prepare an ancillary particle |ā〉m, and sends it to other players. Then, the

attacker performs the measurement operation on the intercepted quantum particle |a〉m to

reveal the shadow km. From this measurement result, the unable to get the information of

shadow km because the intercepted quantum particle |a〉m possesses only a; nothing else.

7.3 Entangle-measure attack

The attacker grab all the quantum particles during sends one player to other players. Suppose

the attacker grab the quantum particles |a〉m, m = 1, 2, . . . , t, during sends the initiator B1 to

player Bm, m = 2, 3, . . . , t. Thereafter, the attacker selects an intercepted quantum particle

|a〉v, v = 1, 2, . . . , t, and prepares an ancillary particle |ā〉v. Then, the attacker applies the

SUM gate on the quantum particle |a〉v, v = 1, 2, . . . , t, to entangle the ancillary quantum

particle |ā〉v. Furthermore, another ancillary quantum particle |ā〉u, u = 1, 2, . . . , t, creates

by the attacker and applies the SUM gate on the quantum particle |a〉v. Finally, the attacker

perform the measurement operation and able to gets the value a with the probability 1
d . The

attacker concludes that the quantum particles |a〉m and |a〉v are the same particles. So, the

attacker only able to gets a from this attack but a does not carry any information about

shadow km.
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7.4 Collusion attack

The player Bm, m = 1, 2, . . . , t, perform the measurement operation on his/her quantum

particle |cm + km〉 and sends this measurement result cm + km to other players. From this

measurement result, the players cannot get any information about shadow km. To reveal the

shadow km, the players Bg−1 and Bg+1 collude together however they cannot get the shadow

km because the player Bm, m = 1, 2, . . . , t, send only the quantum particles |a〉m and this

particles does not contain information about shadow km. So, this attack is infeasible.

7.5 Collective attack

The attacker creates an ancillary quantum particle |ā〉m to reveal the shadow km by interacting

with each qubit of all players. Suppose the attacker creates an ancillary quantum particle

|ā〉m and interacts with the intercepted quantum particles |a〉m to reveal the shadow km
and perform the measurement operation on these intercepted quantum particles. From the

measurement operation, the attacker manages to get a with the probability 1
d . So, the attacker

cannot get any information about shadow km because the intercepted quantum particles |a〉m
do not contain the information about shadow km.

7.6 Coherent attack

All qubits of each player interacted by the attacker to perform the coherent attack. Let

the ancillary particle |ā〉m created by the attacker to interact with all qubits of each player

and perform the measurement operation on the intercepted quantum particle |a〉m. From

this measurement operation, the attacker manages to get a with the probability 1
d . So, the

attacker gets only a; nothing about shadow km because the measurement does not contain

any information about shadow km.

7.7 Man-in-the-middle attack

The attacker misled the players during the communication to reveal the shadow km of the

honest players. The attacker creates an ancillary quantum particle |ā〉m to intercept the

original quantum particles, and the attacker intercepts the quantum particle |a〉m. After

intercepting the quantum particle |a〉m, the attacker performs the measurement operation in

computational basis. From this measurement operation, the attacker manages to get a with

probability 1
d however the attacker is unable to reveal the shadow km because the intercepted

the quantum particle |a〉m does not hold any information about the shadow km. So, this

attack is not possible.

7.8 Trojan Horse attack

The attacker can execute the invisible and delay photon attacks because the information is

transmitted through photons. The players jointly can resist the invisible photon attack using

the wavelengths filter, which can operate the wavelength. The delay photon attack can be

resisted by selecting the sample signals from the subset of the received photon signals.

8 Performance Analysis

Based on the three parameters such as cost, attack, and model, we analyze the performance

and compare of proposed protocol with existing aggregating protocols. The Du et al.’s aggre-

gating protocol [13] uses the modulo n + 1 and computation type is bit-by-bit however it is
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the threshold method of (n, n). This protocol can resist the intercept and entangle-measure

attacks, but it cannot resist the collusion, collective, and coherent attacks. The protocols

[14, 15, 16] has a bit-by-bit computation type however, these are threshold method of (n, n)

and the modulo is 2. This protocol can resist the intercept-resend attack however, these

cannot resist the collective and coherent attacks. The Shi et al.’s aggregating protocol [17]

uses the multiparty computation, and the type of computation is secret-by-secret however it

is the threshold method of (n, n). This protocol can resist intercept and collusion attacks

however it cannot resist the man-in-the-middle and trojan horse attacks. This protocol needs

one QFT , (n− 1) unitary operations, 2 measure operations, and n number of decoy particles

need to transfer. Shi’s aggregating protocol [18] uses the multiparty computation and bit-by-

bit computation type however it is the threshold method of (n, n). This protocol can resist

intercept and entangle-measure attacks, but it cannot resist the collusion, man-in-the-middle,

and trojan horse attacks. The Zhang et al.’s aggregating protocol[19] uses the multiparty

computation and bit-by-bit computation type however it is the threshold method of (n, n)

and modulo is 2. This protocol can resist the intercept, intercept-resend, entangle-measure,

and coherent attacks, but it cannot resist the collusion, man-in-the-middle, and trojan horse

attacks. This protocol requires n number of measure operations. The Liu et al.’s aggregat-

ing protocol [20] uses the multiparty computation and bit-by-bit computation type however

it is the threshold method of (n, n) and modulo is 2. This protocol can resist intercept,

intercept-resend, entangle-measure, and collusion attacks however it cannot resist the man-

in-the-middle and trojan horse attacks. This protocol needs n number of measure operations,

and n number of decoy particles need to transfer. Yang’s aggregating protocol [21] uses the

multiparty computation however it is the threshold method of (n, n). This protocol can resist

intercept-resend, entangle-measure, and collective attacks however it cannot resist collusion,

man-in-the-middle, and trojan horse attacks. This protocol needs one QFT , n number of

measure operations, and (n − 1) number of decoy particles need to transfer. The Jiao et

al.’s aggregating protocol [22] uses multiparty computation and bit-by-bit computation type

however it is the threshold method of (n, n). This protocol can resist the intercept, intercept-

resend, entangle-measure, coherent, man-in-the-middle, and trojan horse attacks however it

cannot resist collusion attack. This protocol needs n number of unitary operation, n num-

ber of measure operation, and n number of decoy particles need to transfer. Ye and Xu’s

[23] protocol uses single particle states and bit-by-bit computation type. This protocol can

resist the intercept, intercept-resend, and entangle-measure attacks, but it has a threshold

method of (n, n) with modulo 2. This protocol needs n number of measure operations and n

number of decoy particles that need to transfer. Hu and Ye’s [24] protocol is based on three

parties and the threshold method of (n, n). This protocol can resist the intercept, intercept-

resend, entangle-measure, man-in-the-middle, and trojan horse attacks. This protocol needs

n number of measure operations and n number of decoy particles that need to transfer. Ye et

al.’s [25] is based on only two parties. If one party is dishonest, then summation cannot be

performed correctly. This protocol can resist intercept, intercept-resend, man-in-the-middle,

and trojan horse attacks. Pan’s [26] protocol is only for three parties. It is secure but has

a threshold method of (n, n). This protocol needs n number of measure operations and n

number of decoy particles that need to transfer. Ye and Hu’s [27] protocol can resist the

intercept, intercept-resend, and entangle-measure attacks, but it also has a threshold method
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of (n, n). This protocol needs n number of measure operations. Ming-Yi [28] protocol is based

on a d-level quantum system. This protocol can resist intercept, intercept-resend, man-in-

the-middle, and trojan horse attacks. This protocol employed the multiparty computation,

but it has a threshold method of (n, n). Our protocol perform based on multiparty computa-

tion, threshold method of (t, n), and secret-by-secret computation type with modulo d. The

proposed protocol needs one QFT , (t − 1) number of unitary operations, and t number of

measure operations. The proposed protocol is more secure, flexible, and practical as compared

to the existing aggregating protocols. The performance analysis can be shown in Table 1. In

this table, QFT , MO, UO, DP , IT , IR, EM , CA, COA, COH, MIM , and TH denote

quantum Fourier transform, measure operation, unitary operation, decoy particle, intercept,

intercept-resend, entangle-measure, collusion, collective, coherent, man-in-the-middle, trojan

horse attacks, respectively.

Table 1: Performance analysis

Protocols

Performance Parameters

Costs Attacks
Model

QFT MO UO DP IT IR EM CA COA COH MIM TH

Ref. [13] - - - - Y - Y N N N - N (n, n)

Ref. [14] - - - - Y Y Y N - N N N (n, n)

Ref. [15] - - 1 - - Y - N N N N N (n, n)

Ref. [16] - - 1 - Y Y Y N - N N N (n, n)

Ref. [17] 1 2 n-1 n - Y - - Y - N N (n, n)

Ref. [18] - - - - Y - Y N - - N N (n, n)

Ref. [19] - n - - Y Y Y N - Y N N (n, n)

Ref. [20] - n - n - Y Y Y Y - N N (n, n)

Ref. [21] n n - n-1 - Y Y N Y Y N N (n, n)

Ref. [22] - n n n Y Y Y N Y - Y Y (n, n)

Ref. [23] - n n n Y Y Y N N N N N (n, n)

Ref. [24] - n - n Y Y - Y N N Y Y (n, n)

Ref. [25] - n n - - Y Y N N N Y Y (n, n)

Ref. [26] - n n n Y Y - N N N N N (n, n)

Ref. [27] - n - - Y Y Y N N N N N (n, n)

Ref. [28] - n n n Y Y - N N N Y Y (n, n)

Proposed 1 t t-1 - Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y (t, n)

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a quantum protocol for aggregating the secrets. The proposed

protocol can efficiently and securely aggregate the secrets. The proposed protocol can resist

the quantum attacks i.e., intercept, intercept-resend, entangle-measure, collusion, collective,

coherent, man-in-the-middle, and trojan horse attacks. We simulated this protocol using an

IBM quantum processor and got the efficient results of the proposed protocol after taking

8192 average shots. The proposed protocol can be used to build the e-voting and e-auction

protocols.
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